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iCandy Apple 2 Pear Multi-mode Pushchair
iCandy launches the Apple 2 Pear in seven NEW tantalising flavours.
In 2007, following years of British research and design, iCandy launched the world’s very first modular system that could
convert a one-seater pushchair to a two-seater pushchair and vice versa, all for the first time within a single footprint.
There had been singles that converted to large doubles before this date, but as a single they were still taking the footprint and
unwieldliness of a double. Our innovation informed the creation of our iCandy Apple Pear collection which has now been
superseded by our latest development, the new iCandy Apple 2 Pear.
As previously, the Apple 2 Pear seat unit is available in black with the option to add a flavour hood (sold separately), which now
comes in a stunning new soft touch fabric with a choice of seven tantalising flavours; caviar, aniseed, raspberry blue, chilli,
cookie, papaya and cassis.
The Apple 2 Pear pushchair is nearly 40% lighter than the original apple with no compromise to the functionality of the product.
The shopping basket is 11% larger and the Apple 2 Pear chassis features no-puncture EVA tyres. One of the main new benefits
is the ability to fold without having to remove the seat unit.
Available to use from birth, the Apple 2 Pear single carrycot (sold separately) is suitable for overnight sleeping and comes
with a padded mattress, raincover and washable liner. With the addition of infant carrier car seat adaptors (sold separately)
the Apple 2 Pear is suitable for use with the Maxi Cosi Cabrio or Pebble and BeSafe iZiGo car seats.
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